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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Almost in every religion the light is the symbol of divine wisdom and the element of all good. 

And, the movement form darkness toward light is regarded as a main objective 1. 

According to various verses of Quran, if we accept that light has always been considered a 

representation of god and his presence, use of it in the artistic fields which are derived from 

religious thoughts would not be unexpected. As Shabestary 2 says in his Golshan Raz3: 

 

Behold the world as the light of truth 

 

Where truth is so manifest that seems hidden 

 

Light and color are the elements that has been playing important role in traditional architecture 

of Iran. Application of shadow and light with each other has been from the works that gives the 

mystical sense to the space. 

The presence of light in the works of Iran's architecture is so momentous especially after the 

advent of Islam. This essential element has been considered as a practical factor which is the 

reason for lighting and daily activities of life and also as an important role in beliefs.4 

In Iran’s vernacular architecture natural daylighting was the sole source of illumination which 

served not only as such but also attained the goal of providing visual comfort and aesthetics of 

the space. The study of light in accordance with geometry, structure and function had always 

been considered a crucial stage of design and construction of every building.  
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Although modern architecture’s reliance and dependability on electrical lighting has opened 

gates to immense progress by allowing us to extend our daily activities into the night, it’s 

negatively impacts are undeniable. From harmful effects on human health and deficiencies by 

reducing hours spent in natural daylight to high consumption of non-renewable energy sources, 

we are daily affected by lack of proper daylight.  

Taking that into consideration Iranian vernacular architecture had an everlasting bond with 

nature and has remained faithfully responsive to occupants’ needs and cultural values. 

The investigation process and conclusion of this research implies that most of these applications 

are still capable of fulfilling daylight standards of a space and therefore are pertinent to today’s 

architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Philips D, Day-lighting natural light in architecture. Elsevier publication, London, 2004. 

2. Mahmoud Shabestari. Mahmoūd Shabestarī (1288–1340) (Persian: محمود شبستری) is one of the most 

celebrated Persian Sufi poets of the 14th century. 

3. Gulshan-i Raz or Gulshan-e Raz is a collection of poems written in the 14th century by Sheikh Mahmoud Shabestari 
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4. Theosophical Principles of Light and Colour in the Architecture and Decorations of Soltaniyeh Dome by  

 Robab Faghfoori, Hasan Bolkhari Ghehi, Ghazal Soltani 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
 
One of the most famous statement about the light importance is made by Le Corbusier, a well-

known pioneer of modern architecture who wrote; “Architecture is masterly, correct and a 

magnificent play of masses brought together in light” (Le Corbusier) 

Reaching the goal of an evenly day-lit interior has always been Architecture’ concern. Industrial 

age and invention of electric light has put this intent on a lower priority. However, it is proven 

now that by providing a direct link to dynamic and perpetually evolving patterns of outdoor 

illumination, daylighting helps create a visually stimulating and productive environment for 

building occupants, while reducing as much as one -third of total building energy costs.  

Light is the most significant specification of Iranian architecture, it is not regarded as this only as 

a material element but as a symbol of divine reason and also the divine presence. Light is a 

spiritual essence that can infiltrate into the density of each material and turns it into a noble, 

worthy form that is suitable for the living space of the human being’s self. An essence which 

have existing roots in the world of lights .1Iranian architecture has always practiced effective 

methods when it comes to natural lighting. 

In historical houses, natural light provided within the standards of these methods was not just 

responsible for supplying the lighting, it also, made a significant statement by providing comfort, 

transforming symbolic concept concepts, creating beauty and enhancing the quality of space. 

Vernacular architects’ goal was to maximize the natural daylighting while minimizing the 

environmental footprint. This study aims to investigate these methods and research their 

adaptability in relation to modern buildings.  
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1. Nasr according to Ardalan Bakhtiar, 2001 

 
 

 

CHAPTER ONE: 1.0 Light 

 

The main source of light is the sun. The sun is composed of several layers where certain 

dynamics occur. The core of the sun has the ultimate source of energy; his energy transfers as 

radiation to the sun’s surface. The gases in the outer layer of the convection zone radiate light in 

visible wavelengths, and this is how we see the sun. This is referred to as photosphere as we can 

see also the corona which radiates light in a shorter wavelength. 

Radiation is energy being carried through space.  However, if this energy is carried by light it is 

called electromagnetic radiation, a radiate form of electromagnetic waves. Each wave has a 

wavelength and frequency and travel at the speed of light (300 million meters/second) thus the 

frequency determines the different wavelengths. The sun radiates energy in many wave lengths, 

it radiates 44% visible light (sensitive to human eye) at 0.38 to 0.75 micron and 49% in the 

infrared band (we feel it as heat) at >0.75 micron and 7% in the ultra-violet band at <0.38 

micron. 

Daylighting is the controlled admission of natural light, direct sunlight, and diffused-skylight 

into a building to reduce electric lighting and saving energy. By providing a direct link to the 

dynamic and perpetually evolving patterns of outdoor illumination, daylighting helps create a 

visually stimulating and productive environment for building occupants, while reducing as much 

as one-third of total building energy costs.2 

1. Chalfoun, 2015 
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2. by Gregg D. Ander, FAIA ,Southern California Edison .Updated by U.S. Department of Energy Federal Energy Management 

Program (FEMP) 

 

 

CHAPTER TWO: 2.0 Problem Statement 

2.1 Energy Consumption 

The U.S. spends about one quarter of its entire electricity budget on lighting, equating to 

approximately $60 billion annually. 1 

“Depending on the building and how it’s used, a good daylighting strategy can reduce the need 

for energy-consuming electric lighting by 20 to 80 %,” said Professor Marilyne Andersen of the 

Department of Architecture. Natural light is one of the key ways of saving energy. Daylighting 

minimizes the amount of artificial light and reduces electricity and HVAC (heating, ventilation, 

and air conditioning) costs. Electrical lighting produces a lot of heat, whereas natural lighting 

generates hardly any heat if it is properly controlled.  Making use of natural light can save up to 

75 percent of the energy used for lighting buildings and reduce cooling costs. 

In the past few years, lighting has become a focus for energy saving ideas. However, not enough 

effort has gone into maximization of the use of natural light either in building design. 

Good daylighting solutions demand an integrated building design approach. Daylighting design 

should be holistic: developing solutions that are part of the main concept, while meeting visual, 

thermal and energy needs. We should discover how the sun shapes our experience, and apply this 

lesson to building design from the start.2 

 

 

https://www.sce.com/
http://energy.gov/eere/femp/federal-energy-management-program
http://energy.gov/eere/femp/federal-energy-management-program
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1. Mocherniak, T. (2006, May). Lighting Technologies Produce Energy Savings. Energy & Power Management. Retrieved 
from www.highbeam.com/doc/1G1-146346289.html 

2. Danpal light Architecture on The Energy Saving of Daylighting.  

2.2 Daylight and Health 

According to Philips (2004), the problem often associated with lighting, described as Seasonal 

Affective Disorder (SAD), affects quite a large number of sufferers (a figure of a million has 

been quoted) and is said to derive from the lack of sunlight during the winter months, from 

September to April. Whilst for most people this is not a serious problem, since most of us feel 

slight depression when there is a lack of sunlight over a long period, for others it can be 

debilitating. It is certain that those people in work situations, which have access to natural light, 

with periodic sunlight, are likely to be less affected by SAD, whilst those in very artificial 

conditions are more likely to suffer.1  

Natural lighting contributes to our physical health as well. It boosts body’s vitamin D storage which 

is important for absorbing calcium and promoting bone growth, as well as helping prevent certain 

types of cancers, heart disease, depression and weight gain. Natural lighting can also reduce 

blood pressure and boost your immune system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SPIRITUAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT AND COLOR FROM IRANIAN TRADITIONAL HOUSES ON 
DWELLERS by Honey Arjmandi, Mazlan Mohd Tahir, Hoda Shabankareh, Mohamad Mahdi Shabani, Fereshteh Mazaheri 

http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1G1-146346289.html
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CHAPTER THREE: 3.0 Research Development 

3.1. Architectural Component  

 
Iran’s vernacular architecture consists of various elements. Private rooms were divided into 3-

Dari 1, 5-Dari 2, 7-Dari 3 and 2-Dari 4. They are named as such based on their dimensions and 

proportions.  

Design of these rooms were very common and created a certain concept which remained in 

demand for many years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number 2, 288-301,2011  
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1.Seh-Dari: A Three-Door Room               2. Panj-Dari: A Five-Door Room               3. Haft-Dari: A Seven-Door Room              

4.  Do-Dari: A Two-Door Room 

3.1.1. 3-Dari 

 
A three-door room (seh-dari) functioned as a bedroom, a working room, a sitting room and 

specially in the evenings, as a guest room. In some small houses, three-door rooms were also 

used as reception rooms. 1 

 

In three-door rooms, we are referring to spaces with 3 units of width and 5 units of length. These 

units were identified as Gaz2, Arash3, Zara4, Zera5. 

The source and philosophy of these proportions are controversial. Some believe it to be based on 

climate and in search of certain an ideal micro climate. Others believe this proportions to be 

divine in eyes of our ancestors. It is also stated that the only reasoning behind this specific 

dimensions is the mathematical equations that creates Iranian vernacular architecture.6 

3-Daris could be built upon a 3x3 modular square or 3x5 modular rectangular. These modules 

are based on human proportions. Since they believed considering human proportions for a space 

without factoring in the function of the room. 

A rectangular form of 3-Dari which is the best known and more commonly used is modulated as 

such: 

 

Figure 1: Modules of 3-Dari Room - Sketch By Author 

               

 

 
1.Memarian, G.H. 1998. “House typology in Iran: With Special Reference to Shiraz.”Unpublished PhD Thesis, The University of Manchester. 

2.Gaz: Measurement unit of ancient Persia equals 94.74 cm.                

3.&4. Zara: Arash was changed into Zara after Arabs took over Persia. It equals the distance from tip of right hand’s middle 

finger to the tip of left hand’s middle finger. 

5.Zera: Equals the distance from elbow to tip of the fingers. 

6.Fathi Najaf Abadi, Ahmad. 2014. “Lessons from old Iranian Climate Architecture for Modern Architects”. European 

Online Journal of Nature and Social Science. Vol 3. 

-Khiabanian, Ali. 2012 “Sustainable House in Iran’s Desert”. Journal of Basic and Applied Scientific Research. 
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-Hosseinin, Seyed Reza.2015. “Iranian Courtyard Housing: The Role of Social and Cultural Patterns” ACE: Architecture, 

City and Environment. 

 

It is considered that each person in general would need 4 modules for sleeping space for 

sleeping. To design adequate sleeping space for two people next to each other, two modules of 4 

are considered. The remaining modular space is a shoulder length pass way for passing 

individuals from entrance to room and room to Pastoo1. 

3.1.2. 5-Dari 

A five door’s (Panj-Dari) function differed according to its location within the house and the size 

of the traditional house. Generally, it was used as a guest room, a dining room or a family 

meeting room during the moderate seasons. 5-Daris in small dwellings served as reception 

rooms, while in larger houses, they could be used as family living rooms2. 

These rooms are usually placed in between two 3-Daris and were considered gathering rooms for 

neighboring rooms which is considered to be hosting 4 people. 

                 

                                              Figure 2: Module of 5-Dari - Sketch by Author 

The space is calculated for 4 people sitting in this room is 15 modules. Keeping in mind that 3 

models are adequate space needed for two people to sit in the floor comfortably and lean on the 

wall.  

 

1.Pastoo: Small additional space in every room similar to closet. In 3-Daris it was a place to store beddings. 
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2.Kheirabadi, M. 1991. Iranian Cities: Formation and development. Texas: The University of Texas Press. 

 

 

 

Eventually 3 modules were added for a pass way. 

 

           

                                                            Figure 3: 3-Dari and 5-Dari connection - Sketch by Author 
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3.2. Research Case Identification 

The Borujerdi House is a historic house museum in Kashan, Iran. It was built in 1857 by 

architect Ustad Ali Maryam for the bride of Borujerdi, a wealthy merchant. The bride came from 

the affluent Tabātabāei family, for whom the architect had built the nearby Tabātabāei House 

several years earlier. 

                        

         

                                                                            Figure 4: Location of Kashan on Map of Iran 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historic_house_museum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kashan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iran
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ustad_Ali_Maryam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tab%C4%81tab%C4%81ei_House
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                                                        Figure 5: Location of Boroujerdi House on Isfahan Province 

 

The Borujerdi’s house is the product of a traditional desert architecture that features elements 

from both pre-Islamic and Islamic periods. It is located in Isfahan province, on Alavi Street in 

the town of Kashan, and represents one of the most beautiful historic houses there. Its stunning 

beauty and elegance, a product of the amazing craftsmanship of the times, make it a stunning 

representation of Persian residential architecture1. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Petra Bjelica on www.thevintagenews.com about Boroujerdi House. 

http://www.thevintagenews.com/
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Figure 6: Pictures of Boroujerdi House 
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4.2.1 Borujerdi House Plans 

 

Figure7: Plans of Boroujerdi House 

Legend: 

 

1. Entrance        2. Hashti     3. Courtyard    4. Backyard      5. Sunken Courtyard      6. Ivan 

7.Ivanche          8. Revagh    9. Mahtabi      10. Soffeh         11. Ball-Room   12. Shah-Neshin 

13.Hoz-khaneh 14.5-Dari    15. 3-Dari       16. 2-Dari        19. Mud-Room    20. Wind Catcher 

21. Cellar           22. Cellar guest room 
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4.2.1 Borujerdi House Sections 

                         

               

 

Figure 8: Sections of Boroujerdi House 
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Figure 9: Isometric View of Boroujerdi House 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 4.0. Research Methodology  

 

In this research I studied the Natural Daylighting in Iranian Vernacular architecture. The case 

study is Broujerdi House built in 1857 by architect Ustad Ali Maryamlocated in Kashan, Isfahan 

Province. Due to climate and the high intensity of sunlight in central Iran, traditional architects 

applied unique methods and strategies to regulate and shape sunlight before letting it render the 

interior spaces in form of daylight. In this research these methods and strategies which build the 

unique characteristic of this house is studied and effect of each one on interior daylighting is 

speculated. Three inter connected spaces are selected: 3-Dari, 5-Dari and the room in between 

that joins them. A physical model of these rooms is built in scale of ½” = 1’ to give us a more 

precise understanding of the rooms. I sketched my speculations of how the natural daylight 

renders into the rooms and later on I compared these speculations to the photos of the actual 

physical model in daylight. The light intensity was measured with Megatron light meter and 

sensors. By measuring the light intensity of certain paces from vernacular Iranian architecture we 

can specify the distribution of light, and helps to visualize the lighting conditions inside the 

space. The results are investigated for lessons that could be applied to modern architecture.  

 

      

 

 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ustad_Ali_Maryam
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4.1. Defining The Space 

As mentioned in section 4.2. Research Case Identification, Borujerdi House was chosen as case 

study.  

Located in historic district of Kashan, Iran this house consists of an elongated rectangular 

courtyard. The most important spaces are located at both ends of this courtyard (South and 

North) which have the highest elevations in this residential complex. The Southern division 

which is the most important part of the house embodies the spacious ballroom in shape of an 

octagon and rooms that are built in two levels.  

The Northern division consists of a five-door ballroom called Shahneshin with a Mahtabi in front 

of it and a wind catcher in the back. The Mahtabi is framed with two 3-door rooms on each side. 

The Eastern division includes three rooms and maintenance spaces. East elevation is mirrored on 

the West side as just a façade. 

                    

                

Figure 10: Plan of Boroujerdi House 
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                                      3-Dari           5-Dari             3-Dari 

 

Figure 11: Location of 5-Dari and 3-Dari in Boroujerdi House 
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The rooms located on the Eastern division are connected with a small space which on one side 

delivers to the courtyard with 5 steps.  

A combination of a 3-Dari, 5-Dari and the space between them are chosen to be made into 

physical model and tested inside the HED’s Overcast Sky Simulator. This experiment is set to 

specify the light distribution throughout the selected spaces and identify the quiddity of the space 

in between and the role it plays in quality and rendering of light in neighboring spaces.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Dimensions of 3-Dari and 5-Dari 
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4.2. Physical Model 

 
 To calculate how light moves through and renders a space involves complex, often unmanageable, 

equations. Without years of practice, it is hard to imagine the light distribution within the space you 

are designing. Building and investigating physical models is a quick, easy, and reliable way to 

study light within buildings.  

Depths of the walls and cavities on the interior elevation including surface of the domed ceiling are 

not only important elements of Iran’s Vernacular architecture but all play an important role in 

distribution and rendering of light inside these spaces. Building on that, they should have been 

included and built into the physical model. After carefully examining several means of creation it 

was concluded that the best method was to slice these spaces into horizontal planes and build the 

physical model level by level.  

 

 

4.2.1 Material 

 

The material for physical model was chosen based on the fact that the depth of 1/8” was needed for 

each plane to consequentially fulfill the height of each room. With that observation in mind, Tri-

Fold Display Boards with dimension of 28” × 40” were chosen 
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4.2.2 Physical Model’s Pattern and Laser Cut 

 As shown in the diagram below, the room is vertically divided into 55 planes: 

                    

          

                                                             Figure 13:  Borujerdi House - 3-Dari Laser Cut Section  Scale 1/2" = 1'-0” 

 

At any point which plane meets volume a pattern was drawn on a sheet matching the Tri-Fold 

Cardboard for laser-cutting procedure. 12 Cardboard sheets were drawn on Autodesk AutoCAD 

and were divided into 22 surfaces to put into the laser-cut machine. 
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Figure 14: Physical Model's Pattern Drawn in AutoCAD for Laser Cut 

 

Ultimately 150 pieces were produced and glued together by Super Glue.    
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                                                          Figure 15: The Process of Putting Together the Physical Model 

 

Eventually the interior of the model was covered with white paper to create white opaque 

surfaces for more accurate reading of light intensity sensors. 
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4.2.3 Physical Model Building Process 

 

                                                                            Figure 16: Physical Model Building Process 

 

                      

                 

                                                                                  Figure 17: Physical Model Details 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 5.0 Space Analysis  

5.0 Space Analysis 

3-Dari Room is a 16’- 4” × 9’-8” rectangular room with side lighting created by three window 

doors. The windows are different in width and the height is 5’-4”.  The sill height is 5’1” above 

courtyard ground, and the overall wall height of the room is 12'-4 1/4". All the interior surfaces 

(wall, ceiling, and floor) are painted white so they will reflect more light into the room. This is 

the 3-Dari base case. 

 

 

 

Figure 18: 3-Dari Windows and Openings Dimensions - Floor Plan 
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Figure 19: 3-Dari Dimensions and Heights - Section 

                                   

5-Dari Room is a 22’-9” × 9’-8” rectangular room with side lighting created by three window 

doors. The windows are different in width and the height is 5’-4”.  The sill height is 5’1” above 

courtyard ground, and the overall wall height of the room is 12'-4 1/4". All the interior surfaces 

(wall, ceiling, and floor) are painted white so they will reflect more light into the room. This is 

the 5-Dari base case. 
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Figure 20: 5-Dari Windows and Openings Dimensions - Floor Plan 

               

Figure21:5-Dari Dimensions and Heights – Section 
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5.1. Characteristics of The Space 

 

Due to climate and the high intensity of sunlight in central Iran, traditional architects often avoid 

direct sunlight inside the buildings and it is just after regulating light intensity and shaping it 

carefully that architects let it in. The examination of 3-Dari and 5-Dari spaces reveals methods of 

applying these strategies which gives these room their unique characteristic of interior lighting.  

These methods are influenced and shaped by variables which are recognized as such: 

 

1.Space Dimensions 

2.Openings 

3.Tabeshband 

4.Thickness of The Walls 

5.Interior Façade Ornament  

6.Dommed Ceiling 
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5.1.2 Space Dimensions 

 

The depth of 3-Dari and 5-Dari rooms and their window’s height and width were designed in a 

way that light could penetrate the interior space as much as it was needed. 

In spaces with side lighting the relation between depth, width and reflection ratio must obey the 

following equation for the room to be considered adequately well-lit.1 

                                                             

 

 

Figure 22: Borujerdi House - 3-Dari Plan and Elevation 

 

 

In this Formula L is the depth of the room from window surface to the wall in front of it in meter. 

W is the width of the room parallel to the window surface in meter. 

H is the height of the window from the floor to the crown of the window in meter. 

Rb is the Average Reflectance ratio from every surface of the room including ceiling, wall and 

floor. 
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To examine our 3-Dari room the required measurements were taken and placed in the formula. 

The Rb is considered 0.4 based on surveys done in The Effect of Architecture Design in Natural 

Light Play in Iran’s Traditional Houses by Mansooreh Tahbaz, Shahrbanoo Jalilian, Fatemeh 

Mousavi and Marzieh Kazemzade.  

                                    
2.8

4.6
+

2.8

2.15
≤  

2

1−0.4
 

Which equals: 

 

                                                                1.9 ≤ 3.33  

 

 

As the result of the equation indicated, the dimensions and ratio obeys the Light Index Formula. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Lighting Guide 1999,pp 16-17. 
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5.1.3. Openings 

Each opening in Iranian courtyard house composed of many details that play an important role 

for optimizing the daylight. 1
 
By examining the openings of traditional architecture of Iran we 

understand that architects made use of day light through limited number of openings in addition 

to passing the light through wooden or stone latticed windows which sometime was adorned with 

stained and colorful glass.  

 
In Boroujerdi House as common in most traditional houses, a few variation of openings is used 

including: Orsi or Sash Window, Semi-Orsi, Door-Window, Pacholaghi, Pachang and Shebak. 

The openings used in Boroujerdi House 3-Dari and 5-Dari are Door-Windows.
 
Door-Windows 

are the prevalent kind of tall windows in traditional Iranian architecture. Despite being built in 

the form of a door; this window was not used for passing like a door, but as a connector of the 

interior with the yard and enjoying the view, providing light fresh air, and air flows. This 

window had been used for ordinary rooms in the form of three doors (seh dari) and for halls and 

larger rooms in the form of five doors (panj dari) and sometimes seven doors (haft dari). Every 

door-window has two shutters, which turn on pivots and open. Brick partitions separate door-

windows. In many cases, the lower part of a door-window was made of wood and the higher part 

from glass. The glass had lattice work, especially on the crown. When the window was closed, 

heat transfer was controlled and privacy kept and there was a good view and fresh air when it 

was open. In main rooms with high ceilings, there were large windows over the crown of door-

windows for better use of light. Sometimes, there was colored glass to avoid severe light. 2 

 

1.Pirnia, M. K., (2005). Introduction to Islamic Architecture in Iran, Soroosh Danesh 

2. Mansoureh Tahbaz  -DAYLIGHTING METHODS IN IRANIAN TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE (GREEN LIGHTING),2019. 
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The picture below displays the Door-Windows used in Boroujerdi House. Usually the same 

pattern was followed and applied throughout the entire house for the same type of opening. 

 

                 

 

Figure 23: Boroujerdi House 3-Dari Elevation Featuring Door-Windows Photo by MEHR 

 

 

 

As expected the lower part of these windows are made of wood and the top part from glass. The 

glass in the crown on the window is latticed and adorned with geometrical shapes out of wood.  

Door-windows were used in all climates. In summers, they were covered with white cloth or 

with white curtains from the inside to prevent direct sunlight. Door-windows are characterized as 
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below: offering view and privacy at the same time distribution of light in the interior, control 

over hot sunlight, easy ventilation. Also the wooden frame and little glass controlled severe light 

and heat transfer. 

                                                   

Figure 24: Original Wood Latticed Door-Windows Drawn by Author 

 

 

 

These structures were designed based upon circle and square geometry – two perpetual shapes 

which have profound meaning in Iranian beliefs- since square refer to the earth and everything of 

earthly matters, while the circle is considered a symbol of the heaven and sky, and the 

combination of them refers to the unity of earth and the heavens. 1 

 

 

1. Ardalan, N. & Bakhtiar, L., The sense of unity; The Sufi Tradition in Persian architecture, University of 

Chicago         press, pp 58-59, 1973 
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5.1.4. Tabeshband 

One of the strategies used for defusing direct sunlight from shinning on the glass of windows and 

providing shadow is Tabeshband. 

 In hot climates, the door windows were built 50 to 70 cm inside the external rim of the walls. 

There was a vertical partition with the same depth between the windows. These partitions were 

called "Tabeshband" in some areas which limited the hot sunlight.  

 

Figure 25: 3-Dari Plan 

 

Figure26: 3-Dari Elevation Featuring Tabeshband 
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In Boroujerdi House it is the extraordinary thickness of the walls that allows such operation. The 

regular wall thickness throughout the house is 24” and Tabeshband is set at 20” from rim of the 

exterior wall facing the courtyard. 
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5.1.5. Thickness of the Walls 

The walls are made of adobe bricks and have a finished thickness of 24” which allows the 

application of strategies such as octagon columns that enclose the Door-Windows. These 

columns aside from ornamental values in the elevations they are an effective method for 

reducing glare and increasing the quality of space for the occupants of the room. The image 

below shows a comparison of today’s common windows, square shaped with sharp straight 

edges. On the right is an example of columns shaping the Tabeshbands for the 5-Dari room in 

Boroujerdi House. The angled edges of the octagon columns not only allow the rendered light to 

penetrate the room with a wider domain, it also softens the glare as the light reflects and spreads 

throughout the space. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.6. Interior Façade Ornament 

Being aware of the high intensity of sunshine in Iran, tradition architects often refracted the light 

to create aesthetical values. This method developed its ornaments to a degree of complexity and 

sophistication previously unknown. 

One of these ornaments is named Mugharnass. A honeycomb decoration that reflect and refract 

light and creates thousands of various lighting effects. While Mugharnass is made of stone, wood 

or adobes, it is often seeming to be an illuminating structure. The reason why many experts 

believe that Iranian architects were alchemist making gold out of dust. 
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                                           Figure 27: Boroujerdi House Main Ballroom Interior Facade Moqarnas Decoration 

 

 

Figure 28: 3-Dari Room Interior Decorations which serve as decorative shelves 
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As mentioned before, due to the intensive sunlight in central Iran which emphasizes the 

prominence of reliefs, there is no need to emboss decorations in Iranian architecture .1. Study of 

these relief motifs reveals that their hierarchy was often intensified by sunlight where main forms 

produced strong light effects due to their considerable depth while the subordinary and 

complementary ones created weak shadows. 

The interior façade of 3-Dari and 5-Dari rooms however not decorated with complex features as 

Mogharnas but the ornamental elements carved into adobe walls plays an important role in 

creating a beautiful play of light and shadow and helps avoid bright light spots on the walls 

facing the Door-Windows. 
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5.1.7. Domed Ceiling 

 For a smooth surface, reflected light rays travel in the same direction. This is called specular 

reflection However in domed ceilings which are considered a concave surfaces every surface has 

its own reflection axis as a result the reflected light rays from a domed ceiling will not all be 

shining toward the same direction. Consequentially domed surfaces can defuse and distribute 

light more evenly than the flat surface of regular ceilings do. 

 

             

Figure 29: Daylight Reflection of Domed Ceiling of the room 
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CHAPTER SIX: 6.0 Speculations 

6.0 Speculations 

After the completion of the physical model these two sketches were made of the spaces. Sketches 

were drawn so before I can test the model in daylight I can show my speculations of natural 

lighting of these spaces based on the studies made on the effective variable.    

 

                                                                                      Figure30: 3-Dari Sketch by Author 

   

 

                                                                                   Figure 31:  5-Dari Sketch by Author 
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The speculations shown below were painted over the sketches.  

                               

                                                                                  Figure 32: 3-Dari Room day lighting speculation 

 

                               

                                                                                  Figure 33: 5-Dari Daylighting Speculation 
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Afterwards the physical model was tested outdoors. The experience took place in the north 

façade at a spot away from direct sunlight and any reflective surfaces such as walls or cars. The 

apparel while holding the model for testing was black and non-reflective. 

 

                                

Figure 34: 3-Dari and 5-Dari Physical Model tested in daylight 

                     

 

Although the variables were taken into account while sketching the speculations, the joining line 

of the walls with floor and ceiling were expected to show more contrast and corners of the room 

and the ceiling were speculated to appear darker. The light that renders inside from the openings 

was expected to create sharper edges on the floor and the wall in front of them, however light 

spots on the floors and wall are very blurred and softly edged that almost makes the distribution 

of light appear equal throughout the rooms.  

The rooms were tested separately. At the end of 5-Dari were the room is blocked we see contrast 

and possible glare. Next step the interconnecting space is added and the model is tested for light 

intensity with Megatron and sensors. 
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6.1. Speculations Vs. Reality 

6.1.1 3-Dari 

Domed ceiling was more effective than expected. I had speculated that the edges where walls 

meet the ceiling would appear darker with shadow. Although the curve of the dome is created by 

several plains placed on top of the each other in the physical model it is still very effective in 

reflecting the light and avoiding the creation of sharp shadow line and dark corners. 

                             

Figure 35: 3-Dari Comparison of Speculations Vs Reality 

 

Unlike the speculations, edges from depth of the room are not dark. The proportions and ratio of 

the room has made it possible for the light to render depth of the space. 

 

                         

Figure36 :3-Dari Comparison of Speculations Vs Reality 
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6.1.2. 5-Dari 

The study of 5-Dari room also illustrated the fact that because of the proportions and ratio the 

light penetrates the depth of the room, as a result the corners are not dark as expected. The dome 

also very softens the light reflected from the ceiling. 

The wall at the far end of the room appears almost as dark as the speculated sketch. Considering 

the fact that in this test the attention needed to be focused on each sections separately each of 

these spaces were closed up on both sides and tested like a single room. By opening the door on 

the wall mentioned above and introducing a second source of light which is the space between 

the two room with stairs the concentrated dark area will be softened in the light shared from the 

neighboring space.  

 

                         

Figure 37: 5-Dari Comparison of Speculations Vs Reality 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 7.0 Light Intensity 

7.1. Megatron Light Meter 

 

For the next step, a Megatron light Meter with 12 light sensors was used for measuring the light 

intensity. The sensors were strategically placed through-out all three rooms.  

                           

Figure 38: Megatron Light Meter Belongs to HED Lab 

 

 

One line of the sensors was place near the openings and Door-Widows and the other set of six 

sensors were placed on an axis near the back wall of all three spaces. 
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Figure39: Plan of Physical Model and Sensors Placed inside -  Sketch by Author 

 

                    

 

                                                 Figure 40: Sensors Placed onto the physical Model Before Testing 

                      

The model was taken outside in the daylight for the light intensity to be measured with the 

Megatron Light Meter. This experience took place in the north façade at a spot away from direct 

sunlight and any reflective surfaces such as walls or cars. The apparel while holding the model 

for testing was black and non-reflective.  
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Figure 41: Plan of Physical Model and Sensors Placed – Sensors and their Numbers – Sketch by Author 

Two readings were done for the light intensity measurements. Both experiments took place on 

April 11th. First reading was at 9:00 A.M. and the second one was done at 5:00 P.M. 

 These hours were chosen based on the popular activity time in these spaces.  

 

 

Figure 42: Inside of the Physical Model after sensors were Placed 
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7.2. Measurements and Readings 

As mentioned in the past 3-Dari functioned as bedrooms and 5-Dari rooms were the gathering 

place functioning as living room, dining room and a place for doing tasks that required more 

light such as reading. 

Considering the chart of required Foot Candles 1 for residential spaces Living Rooms require 10-

20 Foot Candles and Dining Rooms require 30-50 Foot Candles.  

 

 

 

Figure 43: Chart of Required Foot Candles for Residential Spaces by ASHRAE 90.1 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The chart is the Recommended Illuminance (IES) and Lighting Power Density (ASHRAE 90.1 version) on https://www.nrel.gov/  : The 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)  

             

https://www.nrel.gov/
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The First Reading on April 11th at 9:00 A.M. 

 

Figure 44: Plan of Physical Model with reading of each sensor in KLUX - Sketch by Author 

 

All the readings are converted to Ft. Candles:  
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We can observe from this reading that in 5-Dari that the distribution of daylight is almost equal 

in the room.  

In 3-Dari room we also almost have equal distribution. We can observe that the sensor which is 

located by the window near the stairway is showing higher light intensity than the rest of the 

room. And the connecting spaces in between them which contains the stairs have the highest 

light intensity, considering that it is entirely open to the yard from one side. 

 

 

 

Figure 45: Plan of Physical Model with reading of each sensor in Ft-C - Sketch by Author 
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7.3. 5-Dari Readings’ Diagrams 

Based on the chart of required Foot Candles for residential spaces, the adequate lighting for the 

5-Dari room which falls under Dining Room/Living Room should approximately be in the range 

of 20 Ft-C to 60 Ft-C. Building on that reading above 60 Ft-C are marked in the over-lit area and 

readings under 20 Ft-C are considered to be under-lit. However, if we consider 5-Dari Rooms as 

bedrooms which is possible the under-lit area can range from 0 FT-C to 10 Ft-C. 

                              

             

Figure 46: 5-Dari Cross Section with Required Foot Candle Diagram 

The sensors are placed at an axis on 3.2 Ft. distance from the Window-Doors and 6.4 Ft. from 

the Window-Doors. The 5-Dari’s first reading displayed in cross section. We can observe that 

the diagrams have a slight climb from 55.74 Foot-candles to 69.67 Ft-C, which is slightly over 

the range of required lighting chart at the axis near the Door-Windows. 
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Generally considering, the light distribution in 5-Dari room has a slow rise and almost even 

throughout the room. 

                            

                                               

                                

Figure 47: 5-Dari Cross Section Diagrams with First Readings Shown  
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The 5-Dari’s first reading displayed in longitudinal section. We can observe that the diagram that 

the line has a slow rise in the middle right in front of the middle Door-Window. The higher than 

the range light intensity can be explained with the fact that these rooms were investigated 

without the Door-Windows and the wood lattice work and details on them. It is expected that 

once the model is tested with Door-Windows built and attached and be subject to the light 

intensity test when they’re close, the light intensity will be reduced and be placed in the expected 

range. 

                          

 

Figure 48: 5-Dari Longitudinal Section Diagram with First Readings Shown 

 

 

The sensors are placed at two axes. On each axis the sensors are place at equal distances of 7.58 

Ft. distance. Placing the first sensor at 7.58 ft., the second one at 14 ft. and the third one at 21 ft.  
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Figure 49: 5-Dari Longitudinal Section Diagram with First Readings Shown 

 

On the sensors lined up near the wall in the longitudinal section of 5-dari room, we can observe 

that the curve of the diagram is even softer. We can conclude from this that the light intensity 

near the wall is less than the light intensity on the axis next to the windows. Which was logically 

expected since in side lighting method the further we get from the windows the less light 

intensity we have. Even with Door-Windows closed and a fall in the diagram it is expected that it 

will still be in the adequately lit area. 
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7.4. 3-Dari Readings’ Diagrams 

Considering the chart of required Foot Candles 1 for residential spaces Bedrooms require 10-20 

Foot Candles.  

 

Figure 50 : Chart of Required Foot Candles for Residential Spaces by ASHRAE 90.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The chart is the Recommended Illuminance (IES) and Lighting Power Density (ASHRAE 90.1 version) on https://www.nrel.gov/  : 

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)  

https://www.nrel.gov/
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Here we review the plan of 3-Dari with readings and placements of the sensors: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

Figure 51: Plan of Physical Model with reading of each sensor in Ft-C - Sketch by Author 
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Figure 52: 3-Dari Cross Section with Required Foot Candle Diagram 

 

 

 

 

Considering the chart of required Foot Candles for residential spaces Bedrooms require 10-20 

Foot Candles, as a result any readings under 10 ft.-candles are considered to be under-lit. And 

readings over 20 ft.-candles are consider over-lit areas. 
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Sensor placements in 3-Dari room is divided into two axes, A-A and B-B.  

 

Figure 53: Physical Model Plan, Placements of Sensors -Sketched by Author. 

 

 

 

 

   The 3-Dari’s first reading displayed in two cross sections. We can observe that in the in cross 

Section B we have a higher light intensity reading on the sensor next to window. However, the 

second reading in this section is the same as the other two readings by the other two sensors 

which we can see in Cross Section A.  
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Figure54: 3-Dari Cross Section A-A and Section B-B with Readings Shown 

           

  

                   

 In both cross sections the light intensity shows to be higher than the required range. If we 

consider the room with closed Door-Windows with their wood lattices and details, we expect the 

diagram to drop down possibly to the required range. Like 5-Dari room the sensors aligned next 

to the openings has higher reading in light intensity. 
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                Figure 55: 3-Dari longitudinal Section with Readings Shown 

  

The red diagram is representative of the sensors that are aligned by the openings and the blue 

diagram displays the readings from the sensors aligned next to the wall. Here we get to compare 

the light intensity of 3-Dari room near the openings and in depth. Following the side lighting rule 

the light intensity drops as we distance the openings and get closer to the walls. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: 8.0 Conclusion 

8.0 Conclusion 

 

All things considered, Iranian vernacular architecture utilized unique and effective daylighting 

strategies which are worthy of preservation and further studies to be transform into modern 

building designs. 

 The key strategy of using limited number of openings with careful dimensions and 

calculated ratio to room’s length and depth. 

 Thickness of the wall which limit the and controls the entered daylight as well as 

enabling us to apply further strategies such as multi sided column that shape the frame of 

opening for more control of daylight entering the interior space. And last but not least it 

allows the application of Tabeshband. 

 The metamorphosis of ceiling shapes from nowadays flat ceiling that concentrate the 

reflected light into one direction to curved shaped ceiling. The physical model was 

fabricated with a ceiling that simulates the curved dome shape with planes placed on top 

of each other as plains. It proved to still be effective in more evenly distributing the light 

intensity, which can easily be converted into our modern building designs. 

 The connecting room in between the two studied areas – 3-Dari and 5-Dari proved to be 

effective in providing light to areas that normally should have been densely shadowed. 

Acting as a secondary natural light source, it is a convertible strategy to modern 

architecture as well as being an functional method towards evenly distributing the light 

intensity.  
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Figure56: Architectural component conclusion chart 
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8.1. Way Forward 

Considering that fact that this research has been done solely investigating the daylighting 

methods, it would be beneficial to look at the issue from heat transfer point of view.  

Also in the future under different circumstances an addition of opening details to the physical 

model and further readings using the HED’s overcast sky simulator device would benefit us with 

more precise reading which can contribute to the direction of this research. 
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